For more than 75 years, we've had a single mission:
To help people gain understanding, acquire knowledge, and develop skills for living in a globally interdependent and culturally diverse world by bringing the world together through the most meaningful exchange programs available.
THE RIGHT LEADERSHIP
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM
ADVISORY COUNCIL (IPAC)

Leaders from prestigious colleges and universities across the country advise CIEE on program development and quality, while also providing overall thought leadership in the rapidly evolving field of international education.

THE RIGHT PRIORITIES

The health, safety, and security of students is always top of mind. We provide bystander intervention training, mental health support, and site-specific information for each carefully selected CIEE Center. Changing circumstances are closely monitored by both in-country and headquarters staff.

THE RIGHT PARTNER FOR YOU

- Leading provider of study abroad programs in the U.S.
- Top Study Abroad Organization in 2020 (GoAbroad).
- School of Record relationship with Tulane University
- Community Choice Award Winner in 2022 (GoOverseas)

ADVISOR AND FACULTY RESOURCES
THE RIGHT PROGRAMS IN THE RIGHT PLACES

MULTIDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS
These programs offer broad appeal, access, and classes in English with local language options where applicable, including CIEE "Semester in" Programs, which offer broad eligibility with minimal prerequisites or language requirements. Students can access hundreds of courses from host institutions, partners, and CIEE faculty.

CIEE OPEN CAMPUS BLOCK PROGRAMS
Exclusive to CIEE, these customizable block programs provide the flexibility of studying in up to three consecutive six-week academic blocks in a single location or up to three Open Campus cities. Great for students attending quarter schools.

CIEE GLOBAL INTERNSHIPS
Students gain access to a network of employers across a variety of industries who deliver valuable experiential learning opportunities.

LANGUAGE IMMERSION PROGRAMS
For language lovers, these semester-long programs, including liberal arts, business and society, and communications, new media, and journalism, offer all classes in the local language via institution partners and/or CIEE faculty.

DISCIPLINE-BASED PROGRAMS
Perfect for students who are passionate about a specific or thematic area of study, classes are offered in English via institution partners and/or CIEE faculty. Language course required for Language & Culture programs.

MORE ACCESS TO MORE BEST-IN-CLASS PROGRAMMING IN MORE LOCATIONS

NEW AND EXPANDED OFFERINGS ACROSS EUROPE
Effective January 2024, we’re launching new programs and new center locations across Europe! Learn more here.

THE RIGHT PROGRAMS IN THE RIGHT PLACES

We get it. As a college or university, you need a streamlined program classification that follows a common, easy-to-advise rubric.

VISIT OUR CENTERS AROUND THE GLOBE
CIEE offers more than $13 million each year in financial aid

- Up to $3,500 in support for Pell-eligible students who apply for the Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship
- $2,000 for high-need students attending an MSI.
- 10,000+ students have received FREE passports from CIEE

CIEE is committed to creating an inclusive environment

At CIEE, every individual is welcomed, supported, and empowered to share their unique background and perspective. We offer city-specific pre-departure resources, and our staff receive extensive training to create inclusive study abroad experiences around the world. CIEE is also proud to offer our staff DEI training at our annual workshops.

Frederick Douglass Global Fellowship

Twelve exceptional student leaders of color are selected to conduct a comparative study of social justice leadership in America, South Africa, and Ireland.

During the four-week summer program, Fellows travel to Washington, D.C., Cape Town, Dublin, Derry, and Belfast to explore the legacies of Frederick Douglass, Abraham Lincoln, John Lewis, Nelson Mandela, Bishop Desmond Tutu, Daniel O’Connell, John Hume, and other giants of social change.